Alopecia areata (AA) is one of the most common autoimmune conditions, presenting initially with loss of hair without other overt skin changes. The unremarkable appearance of the skin surface contrasts with the complex immune activity occurring at the hair follicle. AA pathogenesis is due to the loss of immune privilege of the hair follicle leading to autoimmune attack. Although the literature has focused on CD8$^+$ T cells, vital roles for CD4$^+$ T cells and antigen-presenting cells have been suggested. Here, we use single-cell sequencing to reveal distinct expression profiles of immune cells in murine AA. We found clonal expansions of both CD4$^+$ and CD8$^+$ T cells, with shared clonotypes across varied transcriptional states. The murine AA data were used to generate highly predictive models of human AA disease. Finally, single-cell sequencing of T cells in human AA recapitulated the clonotypic findings and the gene expression of the predictive models.
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Abstract

Alopecia areata (AA) is one of the most common autoimmune conditions, presenting initially with loss of hair without other overt skin changes. The unremarkable appearance of the skin surface contrasts with the complex immune activity occurring at the hair follicle. AA pathogenesis is due to the loss of immune privilege of the hair follicle leading to autoimmune attack. Although the literature has focused on CD8+ T cells, vital roles for CD4+ T cells and antigen-presenting cells have been suggested. Here, we use single-cell sequencing to reveal distinct expression profiles of immune cells in murine AA. We found clonal expansions of both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, with shared clonotypes across varied transcriptional states. The murine AA data were used to generate highly predictive models of human AA disease. Finally, single-cell sequencing of T cells in human AA recapitulated the clonotypic findings and the gene expression of the predictive models.
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Introduction

Alopecia areata (AA) is one of the most common autoimmune conditions, affecting an estimated 6 million people in the United States (1) with a total lifetime risk of approximately 2% (2). Hair loss in AA is due to aberrant immune-mediated attack of hair follicles, resulting in well-demarcated, non-scarring patches of hair loss without overt epidermal changes (3). A subset of patients develops widespread disease that can involve the entire body surface area. Historically, broad-acting immunosuppressants have been used with unreliable outcomes and minimal efficacy, especially in those with severe presentations. Recent genomic investigations (4) and gene expression profiling studies (5) have led to clinical trials involving JAK molecule-targeted therapies (6–8). These emerging clinical trials have shown efficacy in the treatment of AA, although an increasing spectrum of worrisome side effects associated with these inhibitors is being recognized (9). Despite the overall prevalence and well-defined clinical presentation, the underlying pathogenesis of AA is not fully understood and has limited further innovation for AA therapeutics.

T cells are considered the major pathogenic cell type in AA, forming dense, peribulbar lymphocytic infiltrates centered around anagen phase hair follicles in patients and in the C3H/HeJ mouse model (10). Adoptive transfer of CD8⁺ T cells from AA-affected C3H/HeJ mice to syngeneic recipients are sufficient to induce murine AA (11, 12). More recent investigations have linked AA to gene signatures associated with cytotoxicity and CD8⁺ T cells (4, 5) and have helped further define NKG2D-expressing CD8 T cells as pathogenic effectors of AA in the murine model. Supporting these observations, genome-wide association studies have found increased overall risk of AA with single-nucleotide variants in NKG2D ligands (13, 14).

However, these approaches likely belie the complex ecosystem of skin immunity and the role of the microenvironment and other cellular participants in AA disease pathogenesis. Mounting
evidence implicates a role for CD4+ T cells, including correlation between an increased CD4+/CD8+ T cell ratio and more active disease (15) and the emergence of AA following the transfer of conventional CD4+ T cells, but not suppressive CD4+ CD25+ regulatory T cells, in mouse models (12). Furthermore, the disruption of the anti-inflammatory, immune privileged status of the normal anagen hair follicle (16) and the establishment of a pro-inflammatory environment observed in AA (17) suggest myeloid and other antigen-presenting cells (APCs) may play a pivotal role in disease pathogenesis. These populations, as well as other skin-infiltrating immune cell populations, have not been extensively examined in AA pathogenesis.

In this study, we use single-cell mRNA and T cell receptor (TCR) sequencing to investigate the immune cell populations in murine AA in relation to unaffected (UA) control skin. This work provides the first single-cell data set of 18,231 immune cells from skin and lymph nodes of AA mice and UA mice. Within murine APCs, we found a skewing towards CD11b+ CCR2+ myeloid dendritic cells (mDC), with enrichment of JAK/STAT signaling and increased expression of both major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and MHC class II genes. Within the T cell populations, we identified CD8+ T cell cluster profiles that implicated and supported their likely pathogenic role in murine AA. AA skin also harbored a shared cluster of mixed CD4+ and CD8+ T cells exhibiting potent interferon (IFN)-γ expression activity, known to be required for disease induction (4, 18, 19). Furthermore, our data demonstrate extensive sharing of TCR sequences in murine AA but not in control tissues, supporting an antigen-specific immune response in AA. Surprisingly, murine skin AA CD4+ T cells signatures could be used as a classifier for human AA and exhibited the same performance characteristics as CD8+ T cell signatures in deducing disease states in nearly 90% of human whole-skin microarray samples tested. Finally, we conducted single-cell RNA sequencing on skin-infiltrating T cells from lesional and normal human skin, and our results mirrored the findings from the murine model, with distinct clusters enriched for AA-related gene sets and clonal expansion in both CD4+ and CD8+ cells. Taken
together, we demonstrate the use of single-cell expression data in autoimmunity to provide unique transcriptomic insights into disease process and clinical correlates. In addition, this work offers unique data of comprehensive skin and lymph node immune cells in murine AA and human skin AA T cells for the field of autoimmune skin pathologies.
Results

*Single-cell expression profiling of AA and unaffected immune cells.*

To elucidate the immune cell composition and transcriptomic heterogeneity of murine AA in an unbiased manner, a total of 10,505 immune cells from skin and lymph nodes of UA (n=6,332) and AA (n=4,173) samples were isolated and sequenced. The multiple sequencing runs were combined into a single uniformed manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) and identified 15 immune cell clusters (Figure 1A). Across the UMAP plot, we found distinct distribution of clusters with a majority of cells comprised of lymph node (Cluster 0, 3, 4, 5, 10, and 12), skin (Clusters 2, 8, 9, 13, and 14), or mixed (Cluster 1, 6, 7, 11) cells (Figure 1B,C). Clusters could also be separated by the relative percentage of murine AA versus UA cells, with Clusters 2, 6, and 9 possessing enrichment of AA cells (Figure 1C). Using the median gene expression for each cluster, each cluster was assigned to cell lineage using two methods: 1) the correlation of murine pure-cell gene signatures derived from the Immunological Genome Project (20) (Figure 1D); and 2) the analysis of expression patterns of canonical markers (Figure 1E) for T cells (Cd3d, Cd28, Cd4, Cd8), APCs (Itgax [CD11c], Itgam [CD11b], Xcr1, Cd207 [Langerin]), and B cells (Cd79a, Cd19). Using a similar approach, we identified similar distributions of skin and lymph node populations in a second murine AA cohort (Supplemental Figure 1), with the exception of isolating a small neutrophil population (0.29% of total sequenced cells, cluster 11). At this global level and in an unbiased manner, differential patterns in cellular composition were apparent between skin and lymph nodes, with APC clusters 8 and 13 being predominantly found in the skin. We also observed increased T cell clusters 2 and 6 predominantly found in murine AA. Although Cluster 2 and 6 were enriched for innate lymphoid cell gene expression profiles (Figure 1D), the T cell classification was given as we recovered TCR sequences from the majority of the cells.

Consistent with the inability of B cells to recapitulate murine AA upon transfer (11), our analysis revealed minimal evidence that they may be contributing to AA pathogenesis. Among
the five B cells clusters, only Cluster 9 was found to be skin and murine AA predominant. Total
B cells in the skin comprising 16.1% of all skin cells compared to 44.1% of lymph node cells.
Even this minimal contribution may be aberrant, as additional murine replicates showed a larger
11.1-fold difference in the secondary murine AA skin to lymph node B cell population
(Supplemental Figure 1E).

APCs in murine AA show polarization to CD11b+ dendritic cells with active pro-inflammatory
signaling.

In total, Cluster 8 and 13 were composed of 714 APCs, with 276 AA and 438 UA cells (Figure
2A). In order to evaluate the potential functional differences between APCs in murine AA and
UA controls, we performed single-sample gene set enrichment analysis (ssGSEA) using gene
signatures derived from MSigDB libraries (21) and previously-derived myeloid signatures (22).
Principal component analysis (PCA) based on the enrichment scores was performed (Figure
2B) and showed striking overlap of APCs from AA and UA lymph nodes (Figure 2B, grey ovals).
In contrast, the PCA showed a divergence of ssGSEA enrichment in murine AA skin APCs
towards CD11b+ dendritic cells and Langerhans cells (Figure 2B, right x-axis) and, in contrast,
towards monocytic differentiation and M2 macrophage polarization for UA APCs (Figure 2B,
lower y-axis). Beyond cell type differentiation, the ssGSEA showed significant increase in
angiogenic, CD40, IFN-γ, JAK/STAT, and hypoxic signaling in murine AA APCs (Figure 2C),
supporting a pro-inflammatory-skewed signature of this population in AA. In addition, we
observed increases in gene sets associated with oxidative phosphorylation and M1 macrophage
polarization (Figure 2C) in murine AA.

In the previous analysis, human APC signatures were used because of the current lack of
readily available mouse APC data. We therefore reanalyzed the data in order to label distinct
clusters based on characteristic gene expression signatures for the distinct clusters. After
correcting for cell cycle states between clusters, the APCs were reclustered and canonical markers for APC were examined (Figure 2D, E, F). The numbers per cluster and top markers are summarized in Supplemental Figure 2A and 2B. Using the canonical markers, the 6 new murine APC clusters were labeled as follows, M0: Arg1+/Nos2+ macrophages, cDC1: XCR1+IRF8+ conventional dendritic cells (cDC) 1, moDC2: CCR2+ CD64+ monocyte-derived dendritic cells moDC, M3: Trem1+ macrophages, LC4: Langerhans cells of the skin, and LC5: Langerhans cells of the lymph node (Figure 2E). As detailed by others, monocyte-derived DCs and CD11b+, IRF4-dependent conventional DC2 cells exhibit significant overlap with regard to phenotype and gene expression (23); the moDC2 population labeled here may also be comprised of these two populations, although the monocyte-derived DC label was favored given the UMAP proximity to tissue macrophages and expression of CD64 (24).

Significant differences in APC composition were identified among disease states and tissue sites. Clusters M0, moDC2, M3, and LC4 were found predominantly in the skin, whereas clusters cDC1 and LC5 were found predominantly in the lymph nodes (Figure 2F). Within AA, there was a greater proportion of the moDCs, while UA mouse skin APCs had a predominance of the Trem1+ macrophages (Figure 2F). Interestingly, UA samples had a greater proportion of the LC4 skin-resident Langerhans cells (Figure 2F), which was unexpected based on the principal component analysis of pathway enrichment (Figure 2B). However, expression of canonical Langerhans-cell markers, Cd207 (log2-fold change = 6.02, q-value = 0.009) and Epcam (Log2-fold change 3.39, q-value = 0.036), were upregulated in LC4 cells derived from murine AA compared to UA skin cells (Supplemental Figure 2C). With the hypothesis that APCs participate in pathogenicity of AA via the stimulation of T cells, we next examined the expression of MHC genes within the APCs. In general, MHC expression was most consistently detected at heightened levels in clusters M1, moDC2, LC4, and LC5 (Supplemental Figure 1D). We found increases in both MHC class I and MHC class II genes in AA, supporting increased immune
reactivity, loss of immune privilege and implicating a heightened ability to present to T cells. These data indicate that APCs in AA exhibit more pro-inflammatory signatures and are more highly comprised of Arg1+/Nos2+ macrophages and moDCs.

**Defining T cell differentiation for the skin and lymph node cells in murine AA.**

We next focused on gene expression profiling of T cells from murine AA versus UA samples. T cells were defined by the expression of pan-T cell markers and the corresponding TCR sequencing information (Figure 3A). Of the 15 clusters originally identified in the UMAP plot, clusters 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 were found to correspond to T cells (Figure 3A). Within these clusters, a subset showed clear distinction between skin (Cluster 2) and lymph node (Cluster 3 and 4), with other clusters having mixed composition (Figure 3B). Similar to defining APCs, canonical and differential T cell markers were used to assign cluster identification (Figure 3C). Based on these results, Clusters 3 and 4 were defined as CD4+ CCR7low and CD4+ CCR7+ cells, respectively (Figure 3C,D). We found similar correlates of the lymph node clusters in an additional biological replicate of murine AA cells (Supplemental Figure 3, cluster 4). Cluster 7 was defined as a regulatory T cell (Treg) population with high levels of Foxp3, CD25 (Il2ra), Helios (Ikzf2), neuropilin (Nrp1), GITR (Tnfrsf18), Tigit and Ctra4 (Figure 3C,D). Interestingly, this population also expressed relatively high levels of cytotoxic genes, including Prf1 and Gzmb. For CD8+ T cells, Cluster 1 was defined as CD8+ CCR7+ T cells with high levels of Ccr7 and CD62L (Sell) expression, indicative of a population with lymph node-trafficking potential, representing most likely naïve or central memory T cells. Cluster 2 was comprised of CD8+ T cells with admixed CD4+ T cells and expressed high levels of numerous activation markers, including Ifng, Gzmb, Gzma, Fasl, Icam1, Cd44, and CD122 (Il2rb), relative to the other T cell clusters. Cluster 2 was notably found nearly exclusively in the skin, distinguishing this cluster from the other T cell clusters. In contrast, the CD8+ T cell predominant Cluster 6 was found more evenly split between the lymph nodes and the skin, despite expressing high levels of the
skin-infiltrating marker CD103. Cluster 6 also demonstrated relatively high levels of genes associated with activation, including \textit{Cd44}, \textit{Cxcr3}, \textit{Gzmb}, and \textit{Prf1}. NKG2D (\textit{Klrk1}), a marker found on CD8\(^+\) T cell populations in AA with the capability to transfer disease (4), was found most highly expressed in this cluster as were other genes more commonly associated with NK cells, such as NKG2A (\textit{Klrc1}), NKG2C (\textit{Klrc2}), CD94 (\textit{Kld1}), and \textit{Nkg7}. In a secondary AA murine single-cell sequencing run, Cluster 2 and 6 appear to consolidate into a single UMAP cluster (Supplemental Figure 3, cluster 2). Clusters 6 and 7 showed increased expression of the cytotoxic (CTL) and interferon (IFN) genes used in the ALADIN (5), a gene signature derived from active AA skin tissue (Figure 3E). Performing ssGSEA, Clusters 2, 6, and 7 showed increased IL-2/STAT5 signaling (Figure 3F), and clusters 1, 2, and 6 showed increased CTL and proinflammatory enrichment.

\textit{Clonotypic analysis of AA shows clonotypic sharing between clusters and lymph nodes.}

With the clusters defined and differential gene set enrichment identifying the possible role for Clusters 2 and 6 in the pathology of murine AA, we next examined TCR diversity in AA versus UA T cells. A full list of clonotypes recovered from the AA and UA T cells is available in Supplemental Table 1. To evaluate differences in clonality and TCR diversity, we analyzed barcode-linked TCR sequences from murine UA and AA samples (Figure 4A-B). UA sample T cells showed minimal overlap of clonotypes between the 6 T cells clusters, with each cluster possessing unshared/unique sequences ranging from 74.8 to 95.3\% (Figure 4A). In contrast, AA T cells had clear increases in shared TCRs between clusters, with the majority of clonotypes Clusters 2, 6, and 7 having the inverse trend as UA T cells with greater than 55\% of non-unique, shared clonotypes (Figure 4B, Supplemental Figure 4). Across both UA and AA T cells, lymph node Clusters 3 and 4 had the greatest proportion of unique clonotypes (Figure 4B), suggesting a more localized expansion of T cells retained within the skin. In addition to sharing between clusters, focusing on the individual clusters showed an increase in shared clonotypes between
skin and lymph nodes in AA Cluster 2-Interferon-expressing T cells and Cluster 6-Tissue-infiltrating T cells compared to UA Cluster 2 and 6 (Figure 4C). Defining cells by the number of repetitive clonotypes, we formed three categories: single clonotypes, clonotypes shared between 2-15 cells, and clonotypes shared by 16 or greater T cells. Across all skin T lymphocytes, ssGSEA was performed to examine activation and signaling pathways (Figure 4D). Interestingly, although murine UA samples showed a stepwise decrease of CD4⁺ TCR activation and T cell receptor signaling across clonotype categories, there was a notable maintenance of these signatures by clonotypes category in murine AA (Figure 4D). This result was mirrored in the analysis of CTL and IL2/STAT5 signaling (Figure 4D).

*Human AA discriminatory performance of the gene signature for CD4⁺ T cells is equal to that for CD8⁺ T cells*

In order to translate our single-cell RNA sequencing findings to human data, we asked whether signatures developed from our mouse model data could predict human AA skin versus control skin in human patient samples (Figure 5A). The pipeline we developed made use of a previously published microarray cohort (5) of 122 skin samples derived from 36 healthy controls and 50 patients with either patchy AA (AAP), transient patchy AA (AAP.T), alopecia totalis (AT), or alopecia universalis (AU). For computational feasibility, the list of differentially-regulated genes in AA versus control skin CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ T cells (Supplemental Table 2) underwent feature selection to identify genes increased in AA with superior discrimination efficiency (Figure 5A). Separating the human normal healthy controls and AA lesional skin samples, we split the sample groups in half to generate a training cohort and testing cohort, with a sample size equal to 48 for each cohort. Random forest learning was used to generate models with the training cohort with the goal of binary classification of healthy normal controls (NC) and lesion (L) without the inclusion of the paired skin samples (Figure 5A). Models were then applied to the testing cohort and predictions were compared to the disease classification.
We found the discrimination ability were equal using a 15-gene signature based on CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ T cell differentially-upregulated genes in murine AA. Both signatures had an overall accuracy of 87.5%, sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 83.3% (Figure 5B). We next examined the composition of the 15-gene signatures for CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ T cell gene signatures (Figure 5C). Several of the top genes in terms of relative performance in the CD4⁺ T cell model have been reported associated with human AA, like TAP1 (25), CCL4 (26), PSMB9 (27), or other skin autoimmune pathologies, like SLA (28). Similarly, several of the top genes for the CD8⁺ T cell model have been associated with AA, like LCP1 (4), SYTL2 (4, 7) and CCL18 (29) or atopic dermatitis, like FABP5 (30). Interestingly, the only shared gene between the CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ T cell signatures was Cathepsin B (CTSB), a lysosomal cysteine protease, which has been reported to play a role in post-degranulation activities of T cells (31). As random forest modeling is an ensemble machine learning approach that utilizes a modified tree learning algorithm, genes are selected based on the ability to discriminate between human AA versus normal skin. As such, genes display two general trends, increasing by severity of clinically evaluated hair loss or conversely, decreasing by severity of hair loss (Figure 5D). For the CD4⁺ T cell signatures (Figure 5D, upper panel), SLA, TAP1, and PSMB9 had increased expression by hair loss type, with AT and AU having the highest levels of expression. Interestingly the level of CCL4 was generally increased for all disease states compared to normal. Within the CD8⁺ T cell signature, four of the six top genes by model importance were decreased over the disease states, with CCL18/CCL3 and LCP1 increased in a state-dependent manner (Figure 5D, lower panel). A complete table of all 29 genes for both signatures along with comparisons between disease states is available in Supplemental Table 3.

*Single-cell sequencing of human AA skin T lymphocytes demonstrate similar gene expression dynamics and pathway enrichments.*
We paired the use of modeling to translate our murine AA findings with performing single-cell RNA sequencing on T lymphocytes isolated from the skin of a healthy control and AA patient. After processing, a total of 2,416 cells (AA n=1,664 and control n=752) were recovered and formed nine distinct clusters: T1 (n=434), T2 (n=421), T3 (n=343), T4 (N=326), T5 (N=323), T6 (N=168), T7 (N=169), T8 (N=139), and T9 (N=93) (Figure 6A). Of the clusters identified, T2, T4, T5, T6, and T7 were AA-predominant clusters exhibiting > 50% relative contribution from the AA sample (Figure 6B). Using the aforementioned dual approach of correlational analysis of pure immune cell populations (Figure 6C) and canonical/functional T cell markers (Figure 6D), we identified CD4⁺ (T1, T3, T4, T5 and T7), CD8⁺ (T6 and T8), and mixed CD4⁺/CD8⁺ (T2 and T9) T cell clusters. Distinct from the other CD4⁺ clusters, T7 correlated with a regulatory T cell signature and had high expression of FOXP3 (Figure 6C,D), supporting a Treg phenotype. Both the T6 and T8 CD8⁺ T cell populations expressed KLRK1 (NKG2D), with 13.7% and 25.6% of cells in each cluster with detectable expression (Figure 6D). However, the T6 population, comprised of 93.6% of AA cells, expressed EOMES, GZMK and GZMH, as well as NKG7 with greater similarity to the NKG2D-expressing CD8⁺ T cell population in the murine single-cell analysis (Cluster 6 in Figure 3D). Although there was a relatively small difference in expression of NKG2D between these clusters, there was a relative absence of KLRK1 detection in normal T cells in T6 and in < 5% of normal T cells in T8, supporting the established literature of a specific marker of pathogenic CD8⁺ T cells in AA. We next examined the expression of the genes derived from the CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ signatures. We found the genes downregulated in AA relative to normal were difficult to visualize due to the relative absence of expression or less than 10% of T cells expressing the mRNA species. However, among the most prominent upregulated predictors in our models, we found diffuse distribution of TAP1 and PSMB9 within all clusters (Figure 6E). In contrast, SLA was highly localized to the CD4⁺ T4 Cluster and the distal portions of both T6 and T8 (Figure 6E).
We next performed ssGSEA in order to identify possible functional differences in the clustering (Figure 6F). We found an increase in IL2/STAT5 signaling associated with a subset of CD4\(^+\) (T5) and CD8\(^+\) (T6), as well as the regulatory T cell (T7), mirroring our findings in the mouse dataset. Interestingly, T8 with 50% AA and control cells, had the highest enrichment for both cytotoxic lymphocytes and proinflammatory gene set enrichment (Figure 6F). Using the TCR sequence information, we also examine the clonotype dynamics within the single-cell cohorts, finding the top 10 repeated clonotypes within AA for 39.7% of the repertoire space of the top 100 clones compared to 24.4% in control T cells (Figure 6G). The top five most abundant clonotypes in the AA T cells are available in the Supplemental Figure 5. Using the same definition for repetitive clonotypes as we did for the murine AA analysis, we next formed three categories: single clonotypes, clonotypes shared between 2-15 cells, and clonotypes shared by 16 or greater T cells. Across all skin T lymphocytes, ssGSEA was performed to examine activation and signaling pathways by clonotype group (Figure 6H). Unlike the dynamics of maintained signaling across murine AA clonotype groupings (Figure 4D), we observed an increase in CD4 TCR activation, IL2/STAT5 signaling, and general T cell receptor signaling gene sets by increasing clonotype (Figure 6H). Although the decrease across normal skin clonotype groups was not seen, the normal skin gene set enrichment was notably decreased compared to human AA enrichment (Figure 6H). In total, the human AA skin single cell data largely supported our findings from murine models.
Discussion

AA is one of the most common autoimmune conditions globally. Although management guidelines are lacking, current treatments for those with severe disease involve variable term immune suppression via steroids or other immunosuppressive agents with pronounced side effect risk exposure. Our growing understanding of AA pathogenesis conceptually includes the breakdown of hair follicle immune privilege (15,16). What the critical events are in the spatiotemporal development of AA is unclear, but likely coordinately involve the participation of resident and infiltrating immune architecture. In order to unravel the participation of immune cell populations, we performed single-cell mRNA sequencing on the immune landscape of the murine AA model, analyzing both T cells and APCs, as well as on human skin infiltrating T cells.

The role of APCs in AA pathogenesis is largely unknown. Within the murine AA APC population, we observed transcriptomic enrichment of profiles associated with Langerhans cells and CD11b+/CD11c+ dendritic cells (Figure 2A), with increased levels of inflammatory and interferon signaling. Despite the transcriptomic enrichment of Langerhans cell profiles, further stratification of the APCs revealed decreased relative representation of Langerhans cells in skin-infiltrating cells in AA (Figure 2E, LC4). The discrepancy is potentially due to a decreased representation of APCs isolated from AA skin and lymph nodes, but also a product of the skin microenvironment leading to differential enrichment of transcriptomic profiles. Both the LC4 skin Langerhans cells and the moDC2 skin CD11b+ CCR2+ mDC, which demonstrate increased relative contributions in AA, had the highest level of expression of MHC-I and MHC-II molecules (Supplemental Figure 2D). Single-cell sequencing in atopic dermatitis has grouped these two APC populations and reported a variable increase in lesional versus nonlesional skin (32). Further analysis of subpopulations on dendritic and Langerhans cells may reveal a greater role in autoimmune skin conditions.
Although evidence suggests CD8⁺ T cells may be the proximal effector cells in murine and human AA (4, 5, 11, 12), other work has found the transfer of CD4⁺ T cells to be sufficient to induce AA in mice (12). Additionally, prior studies indicate that CD4⁺ T cells are the most abundant cell type in the peribulbar immune infiltrate found in human AA (15). In concert with upregulation of both MHC class I and MHC class II molecules, our data suggests AA CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ T cells are clonotypically expanded, with extensive overlap of TCR sequences between different single-cell clusters (Figure 4). Notably, in the murine AA T cells, clonotypic overlap was seen predominantly in the C1 CD8⁺ CCR7⁺, C2 IFN-γ-expressing, and C6 CD8⁺ CD103⁺ CTL clusters, in line with previous reports (33). The clonally-expanded C6 cluster had the highest level of NKG2D (Klrk1) and demonstrated elevated JAK2/STAT5 and cytolytic gene sets (Figure 3), paralleling evidence in prior murine reports and human AA of these putatively pathogenic pathways (4, 5). Interestingly C6 CD8⁺ CD103⁺ CTL cluster was comprised of an even split of skin and lymph node cells, suggesting this population may traffic between these sites.

Interestingly, clonal expansions were also seen in murine C7 Tregs, with 68.1% of clonotypes shared between clusters. The possible expansion of suppressive T cells in AA is counterintuitive for an autoimmune process and does not fit into the framework of recent reports of Tregs in AA, which have demonstrated a reduction in overall number and clonotypic restriction (34, 35). However, our data supports that immunoregulatory processes are running concurrently, albeit ineffectively, at counteracting the pathogenic autoreactivity. How Tregs contribute to the AA microenvironment and pathogenesis is an open question, although GWAS findings, identifying associations with the pivotal Treg genes CTLA4, ICOS, and IKZF4, further support that changes in this population may affect susceptibility to AA (13, 14, 28). Upregulation of these same genes also seem to be a common feature during skin infiltration of human and murine Tregs into the skin (36).
An approach to identifying novel markers and drivers of pathogenesis for a disease is the development of signatures. Using genes derived from our mouse single-cell experiment, we developed CD4$^+$ and CD8$^+$ signatures which had equivalent performance, including an accuracy of 87.5%, in discriminating normal and pathological skin lending support to AA murine modeling for the human disease process (Figure 5A,B). The use of the random forest approach allowed for the identification of genes that are both decreased or increased in disease states. Not only did this approach corroborate other incidentally reported genes in human AA, the generation of predictive signatures also identified novel genes that may play a role in human AA pathogenesis, like, *ALAD, SLA, FABP5*, and *CTSB*. In order to further corroborate our findings in mice and signature development we performed single-cell mRNA sequencing on human T cells derived from the skin of an AA patient. Human single-cell analysis of AA T cells found cytotoxic and IL2/STAT5 signaling enrichment in both CD4$^+$ and CD8$^+$ T cells (Figure 6D). Unlike the mouse clustering analysis, human CD8$^+$ T cells clustered to two distinct identities, T6 and T8 (Figure 6). Although gene set enrichment suggests T8 to be highly cytotoxic effector T cells, T6 has a slightly greater expression of *KLRK1*, highlighting potential functional heterogeneity within CD8$^+$ T cells in AA.

Taken together, our work offers the first single-cell level snapshot into the complex immune landscape in AA. The resolution offered by single-cell mRNA sequencing allowed us to identify differences in APC and T cells between unaffected and AA skin, which were predictive of human disease state. How these findings are collectively translated into human disease and patient care is the next key step in using these techniques to reveal novel biology. In addition, this work offers unique data of comprehensive skin and lymph node immune cells in murine AA (n=18,232) and human skin T cells (n=2,416) for the field of autoimmune skin pathologies.
Methods

Study Approval

All animal procedures were conducted according to the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and under University of Iowa Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee–approved protocols (Iowa City, IA). Human studies were conducted according to protocols approved by the University of Iowa Institutional Review Board (Iowa City, IA) and under the Declaration of Helsinki Principles. The control and AA patient were recruited from the University of Iowa Hair Disorders clinic in the Department of Dermatology. Informed written consent was received from the participants before inclusion in the study.

Animals

Mice were kept in pathogen-free conditions at the University of Iowa Animal Facility. C3H/HeJ mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Lesional skin from AA-affected C3H/HeJ mice was grafted onto C3H/HeJ mice to induce disease as previously described (37).

Single-cell RNA sequencing

Lymph nodes and skin were collected from AA-affected and UA C3H/HeJ mice. Skin was digested with collagenase type 3 (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) and passed through a metal mesh. CD45+ cells (as detected by an anti-CD45 antibody, clone 30-F11, from Biolegend, Inc.) were flow sorted to isolate skin-infiltrating immune cells. Single cell suspensions of lymph node cells were made by passing lymph nodes through a metal screen, and CD45+ cells were flow sorted in parallel with skin immune cells. For sequencing, 5,000 individual cells per condition and tissue type were targeted. Sequencing for 5’ gene expression and T-cell receptor was performed using the Chromium (10x Genomics, Pleasanton, CA) and Illumina (San Diego, CA) sequencing technologies. Amplified cDNA was used to construct both 5’ expression and TCR
enrichment libraries. Libraries were pooled and run on separate lanes on an Illumina HiSeq 4000. Each lane consisted of 150 base-pair, paired-end reads. Basecalls were converted into FASTQs using the Illumina bcl2fastq software by the University of Iowa Genomics Division. FASTQ files were aligned to the murine genome (mm10) using the CellRanger v3.0.1 pipeline as described by the manufacturer. Across aligned cells the mean number of reads per cell was 116,563, with an average of 93.1% of reads mapped to the mm10 genome. Single-cell immune profiling of the clonotypes of the CD4⁺ T cells was performed in conjunction with the single-cell RNA sequencing following the protocols described above using vdj_GRCm38_alts_ensembl genome build provided by the manufacturer. Details on the secondary murine data set is available in the supplemental materials.

Human skin, collected from the affected scalp of the AA and control patient using a punch tool, was minced and digested with Liberase (Sigma-Aldrich), and CD45⁺ cells (as detected by an anti-CD45 antibody, clone 2D1, from Biolegend, Inc.) were flow sorted. Library preparation and sequencing was performed as described above. Gene expression FASTQ files were aligned to the human genome (GRCh38) using the CellRanger v3.0.1 pipeline, while clonotype sequencing was aligned to the vdj_GRCh38_alts_ensembl genome build provided by the manufacturer. A human AA and control skin CD45⁺ cells were sequenced with a mean reads per cell of 171,827 and 95.9% reads mapping to the GRCh38 genome.

Single-cell data processing and analysis
Initial processing of immune cells from murine UA skin (n=2,206), murine UA lymph nodes (n=4,160), murine AA skin (n=2,041), and murine AA lymph nodes (n=2,170) was performed using the Seurat R Package (v3.0.2). Samples were combined into a single data set using canonical correlational analysis and mutual nearest neighbors (MNN), to better harmonize shared populations across sample types (38, 39). Dimensional reduction to form the UMAP plots utilized
the top 30 calculated dimensions and a resolution of 0.6. Cluster markers and differential gene expression analyses were performed using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with an unsupervised approach that involved no filtering of genes. For the purpose of skin- and lymph-node-derived differential gene expression comparison, CD8$^+$ T cells were defined as T cells with the presence of $Cd8a$ or $Cd8b1$ expression, with CD4$^+$ T cells defined as the inverse. Single-cell immune phenotyping and single-sample Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (ssGSEA) utilized the SingleR (v0.2.0) R package (40). For the cell-type based correlations, single-cell expression values were compared to transcriptional profiles from pure cell populations in the Immgen dataset (20) or ENCODE project (41). Human AA skin (n=1,720) and control skin (n=1,027) samples were processed in a similar pipeline, with UMAP reduction using 35 dimensions and a resolution of 0.5.

Clonotype analysis was performed using the scRepertoire (v1.0.0) R package (42) with clonotypes defined as the combination of the genes of the TCR A and B chains and nucleotide sequences. Individual gene sets were derived from gene ontology consortium (43), Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genome (44), and previously reported pathways (45). Enrichment scores for individual cells were then compiled and underwent principal component analysis using the prcomp() function in the stats (v3.5.1) R package. Expression data was visualized using the ggplot2 (v3.1.1) and pheatmap (v1.0.12) R packages. In addition to the previously mentioned R packages, clonotype visualization utilized the circlize (v0.4.6) and ggalluvial (v.0.9.1) R packages. Raw and processed gene expression and TCR data is available at GSE145095.

Patient Cohort Training and Analysis

Gene expression data from the Affymetrix Human Genome U133 2.0 microarray for 122 samples with disease classifications were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus under the accession code GSE68801 (5). Data was processed using AnnotationDbi (v1.44.0) and hgu133plus2.db (v3.2.3) R packages. Gene lists were generated from murine single-cell mRNA
sequencing cohort, comparing CD4⁺ T cells and CD8⁺ T cells from the skin of AA versus UA controls. Filtered for genes was set at greater than 0.5 log2-fold change, raw p-value < 0.005, and a difference between the percent of cells expressing the gene > 5%. The genes lists were then converted to mouse gene symbols using the biomaRt R package (v2.38.0) using the Ensembl genome annotations and feature selection was performed for CD4⁺ T cells (n=266) and CD8⁺ T cells (n=822). Of the 202 genes differentially regulated in the CD4⁺ AA T cells, 180 were converted into human gene symbols. Likewise, the 669 of 703 genes differentially regulated in CD8⁺ AA T cells were converted into human gene symbols. Ensembl genome annotations converted the mouse Ccl3 to human CCL3 and CCL18, leading to the selection of CCL18 into the models.

Alopecia and normal control skin samples were isolated from the GSE68801 and randomly partitioned into 50% training (n=48) and 50% testing cohort (n=48). For each set of feature-selected genes, random forest models were trained to discriminate lesion versus normal skin samples with the training cohort using the caret (v6.0-84) R package. The training and feature selection utilized the repeatedcv method and the twoClassSummary function, splitting the cohort into 10 groups and taking the mean of the error terms across 25 repetitions. The mtry parameter was auto-selected, based on the performance across the total number of genes trained. Importance was graphed using the base R functions, with relative importance.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical Analyses were performed in R (v3.5.1). Two-sample significance testing utilized Welch’s T test, with significance testing for more than three samples utilizing one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey honest significance determination for correcting multiple comparisons. Overlap coefficients were calculated using the size of the intersection and dividing by the size of the smaller of the two groups.
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Figures

Figure 1: Single-cell immune profiling of murine skin and lymph node composition in unaffected controls versus AA. A. UMAP projection of the flow-sorted CD45+ murine immune cells from UA (n=6,332) and AA (n=4,173). B.,C. UMAP projections demonstrating the relative distribution of UA and AA, as well as skin and lymph node cells along the UMAP projection (B) and by the breakdown in clusters (C). D. Normalized correlation values for predicted immune cell phenotypes based on the SingleR R package for each cluster. Cluster of columns based on Euclidean distance between normalized correlation values across all pure immune cell populations in the Immgen database (20). E. Lineage markers for T cells (Cd3d, Cd4, Cd8a, Cd28), APC (Itgax, Itgam, Xcr1, Cd207 [Langerin]), and B cells (Cd79a, Cd19).
Figure 2: Murine AA versus UA skin display distinct composition and gene expression of antigen-presenting cells. A. UMAP projection of the flow sorted CD45+ murine immune cells focusing on APC clusters: Cluster 8 (n=605) and Cluster 13 (n=109). B. Unsupervised principal component analysis of ssGSEA APC and Langerhans cell signatures and pathways. C. ssGSEA enrichment scores for selected signaling pathways comparing UA versus AA samples. D. mRNA expression superimposed on the UMAP projection with canonical markers for APC lineages. E. UMAP projection for APC cells after scaling mRNA for cell cycle difference. Cluster ID based on gene expression of markers. F. UMAP projections for AA and UA cells across the new APC clusters with relative contribution of each cluster by UA versus AA sample and skin versus lymph node cells across all single cells, χ² test p-value < 0.05 for both comparisons.
Figure 3: Identification of murine T cell populations in skin and lymph nodes. A. Total cell UMAP projection and UMAP separated by tissue and condition for flow-sorted CD45+ murine immune cells focusing on T cell cluster: Cluster 1 (n=1,301), Cluster 2 (n=1,159), Cluster 3 (n=960), Cluster 4 (N=897), Cluster 6 (n=869), and Cluster 7 (n=681). B. Relative contribution of cells to each cluster from lymph node versus skin (upper panel) and from UA versus AA samples for all single cells. C. mRNA expression superimposed on the UMAP plot for general T cell markers (upper and middle rows) and Tregs (bottom row). D. UMAP projection of the T cell phenotype labels based on gene expression and pathway analysis. E. Genes from the predictive ALADIN(4) for cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) and interferon (IFN). Genes not expressed in T cells are in grey. F. ssGSEA enrichment scores for selected pathways by T cell cluster; one-way ANOVA used for comparison across all clusters.
Murine AA T lymphocytes show greater shared repertoire and sustained CD4 activation.

A. Shared and unique clonotypes of T cells by cluster for UA samples as a chord diagram (left) and relative proportion bar chart. In the chord diagram, the larger the connection between the cluster, the greater the number of shared clonotypes. Dominate percent overlap for each cluster is annotated in the bar graph. B. Shared and unique clonotypes of T cells by cluster for AA samples as a chord diagram (left) and relative proportion bar chart. C. Alluvial diagrams for the shared clonotypes between skin and lymph node T lymphocytes in skin-predominant T cell clusters, with Cluster 2 (overlap coefficient = 7.7%) and Cluster 6 (overlap coefficient = 45.5%) in AA having a great shared repertoire than the UA samples, with overlap coefficients of 0% and 0%, respectively. Clonotypes with 2 or more copies highlighted in white, with overlapping clonotypes between skin and lymph nodes highlighted in red. D. ssGSEA enrichment skin-derived T lymphocytes by grouping the number of repeated clonotypes: 1 (unique clonotypes, AA n = 1056, UA n = 1830), 2-15 (AA n=385, UA n = 219), and 16 or greater (AA n = 573, UA n = 303); one-way ANOVA used for comparison across clonotype groups.
Figure 5: Similar performance of CD4+ T cell and CD8+ T cell gene signatures in the discrimination of AA. A. Schematic of signature development using feature selection from 1) 180 CD4+ T cell genes and 2) 669 CD8+ T cell genes. Genes were selected by relative importance and trained using the 48 samples of the training cohort. The random forest models were then applied to the training cohort. B. Discrimination performance of each model by category (upper bar charts) and measures of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. P value < 0.0001 for both model predictions based on Fisher’s exact test. C. Composition of the 15-gene cell type signatures displayed in a ranked variable importance plot. D. Log2 mRNA expression levels for the top six genes by relative importance in the CD4+ (upper panel) and CD8+ gene signatures by disease state: normal, AA transient patchy (AAP.T), patchy AA (AAP) or alopecia totalis and universalis (AT/AU). P-values based on one-way ANOVA with correction based on multiple comparisons.
Figure 6: Human single-cell immune profiling of AA T cells recapitulates the findings of the murine analysis. A. UMAP projection of the T cell isolated from human AA skin (n=1,664) and control skin (n=752). B. Relative contribution of cells to each cluster from normal versus AA samples for all single cells. C. Normalized correlation values for predicted immune cell phenotypes based on the SingleR R package for each cluster. D. mRNA expression superimposed on the UMAP projections for lineage and functional markers for T cell populations. E. Expression comparison and distribution of selected signature markers superimposed on the UMAP projection. F. Z-score-transformed ssGSEA enrichment scores for selected pathways by T cell cluster. G. The percent of the top 100 clonotypes that is occupied by the top 1-10, 11-20, 21-40, and 41-100 clones for human AA and control skin. H. ssGSEA enrichment skin-derived T lymphocytes by grouping the number of repeated clonotypes: 1 (unique clonotypes, AA n = 907, control n = 389), 2-15 (AA n=262, control n = 122), and 16 or
greater (AA n = 51, control n = 0); one-way ANOVA used for comparison across all clonotype groups.